TO VOTE, COMPLETELY FILL IN THE OVAL NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE.

- Use only the marking device provided or a black ink pen.
- If you make a mistake, don't hesitate to ask for a new ballot. If you erase or make other marks, your vote may not count.

MUNICIPAL

COMMISSIONER, SEAT 4
(Vote for One)

☐ Joseph Ashbrook
☐ Neil C. Jones

REFERENDUM

PROPOSITION TO CHANGE THE CITY'S GENERAL ELECTION CYCLE FROM EVERY YEAR TO EVERY OTHER YEAR

Proposition to revise the City's Charter to change the municipal general election cycle from elections every year to elections every other year starting in 2009. The mayor and city commissioners elected in 2009 and thereafter shall serve four year terms. The terms of the current Mayor and Commissioners shall not be extended.

☐ YES-for the proposition
☐ NO-against the proposition

END OF BALLOT